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The ultimate all-natural cleaning system

WHY DOES MY WASHING MACHINE STILL CONTAIN GUNK WATER?
Chemicals and gunk will remain in your existing washing machine until the oxidized water clears it 
after a couple loads.

WHAT IF MY PET DRINKS THE WATER?
Your pet should not drink the water but your pet will be absolutely fi ne if he chooses to drink the 
water while you are washing him.

DO I HAVE TO HOOK THE UNIT TO A WASHING MACHINE FOR IT TO WORK?
No. You can hook up your Naturewasher™ to any area that has a cold water hose. You can hook 
your unit near your kitchen sink or in your garage.

CAN I WASH MY CHILDREN WITH NATUREWASHER™ WATER?
Yes, you may use the same water to bathe your children.

CAN I CONNECT THE UNIT TO MY GARDEN HOSE TO HELP WASH MY CAR?
No. You cannot use a regular garden hose with your unit.
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How to clean Pets with Naturewasher™

1. Using the included Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle, fill a bucket or spray bottle with 
Naturewasher™ oxidized water.

2. For larger pets use a sponge and/or spray bottle and wash outdoors or wherever you choose!

3. It is best to wash small pets in the laundry wash sink and apply water directly onto them using the 
Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle.

Note: Depending on the amount and type of dirt and grime build-up on the vehicle, a pre-wash with 
soap and hot water may be necessary. However, rinsing with Naturewasher™ will always ensure a 
clean finish.

TROUBLESHOOTING & FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
DOES THE NATUREWASHER™ WORK WITH ALL FORMS OF WATER?
Naturewasher™ will work with city/municipal water and water that is treated with a softener. Good 
water quality is important in order for Naturewasher™ to provide consistent quality results.

WHAT DOES THE BLUE LIGHT MEAN?
The blue light automatically turns on right when you start your washing machine. The light indicates 
that your Naturewasher™ is also on and working properly.
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INTRODUCTION
The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ is an eco-friendly appliance that is intended to be used in 
residential laundry rooms with top or front load washing machines. The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ 
creates powerful oxidized water by turning ordinary cold water into a safe and natural cleaning 
agent. The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ uses a molecule generator that combines ions, activated 
oxygen and hydrogen peroxide together. When all three elements are mixed they create a powerful 
natural molecule known as the Hydroxyl Radical (HO) This naturally energized processed water will 
clean and disinfect your clothing, food, ,automobiles and pets. The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ 
also kills bacteria and sterilizes your food and pets without leaving any chemicals or odors.

The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ uses 100% safe, natural and effective process to create powerful 
oxidized water intended to clean laundry, food, home environments, vehicles and even our pets! 
This “Oxi” fi lled water eliminates the need to ever use those money wasting, chemical fi lled cleaners 
ever again. By utilizing what nature has already provided, we can now use for almost any indoor or 
outdoor cleaning job!

CLEAN VEHICLES WITH NATUREWASHER™
Just wash and go!
Naturewasher™ ensures a clean fi nish for your car with no soap or hot water required, just wash and 
go. This powerful oxidized water removes dirt, grime and residual soap scum to reveal your vehicle’s 
true shine and color.

How to clean vehicles with Naturewasher™
1. Using the included Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle, fi ll a bucket with the Naturewasher™ oxidized 

water.

2. Use this water to wash your car or use as the fi nal rinse to remove any left behind dirt, grime or 
soap residue.

3. Dry with a soft microfi ber cloth. That’s it!

Note: Depending on the amount and type of dirt and grime build-up on the vehicle, a pre-wash with 
soap and hot water may be necessary. However, rinsing with Naturewasher™ will always ensure a 
clean fi nish.

CLEAN PETS WITH NATUREWASHER™
No more harsh chemicals
Naturewasher™ is a simple and effective way to clean your pets without using any harsh chemical 
cleaners. Remove dirt and foul odors naturally. Naturewasher™ can clean your pet’s fur with ease.
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WHAT CAN YOU CLEAN WITH EDENPURE® NATUREWASHER™

WELCOME TO NATUREWASHER™ NATURAL CLEANING SYSTEM
The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ uses a 100% safe, natural and effective process to create 
powerful oxidized water that can be used for multiple indoor and outdoor cleaning needs. This 
powerful oxidized water is perfect for washing laundry, but can also be used to clean food, indoor 
home environments, vehicles, and even pets with little to no additional chemical cleaners! Now you 
can take what nature has already provided and use it for almost any cleaning task!

CLEAN YOUR 
LAUNDRY

CLEAN YOUR 
FOOD

CLEAN YOUR 
VEHICLE CLEAN YOUR 

PETS CLEAN YOUR 
CARPET

How to clean food with Naturewasher™
1. Simply place the desired amount of produce, meat or fish that needs cleaned into a large bowl. 

(Always keep produce separate from raw meats/fish.)

2. Using the included Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle, fill the bowl until the produce or meat is 
completely covered with water.

3. Allow to sit 10-20 minutes.

4. Drain out excess water and rinse thoroughly with Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle set to shower 
setting. That’s it!

CLEAN YOUR HOME WITH NATUREWASHER™
Perfect for dirt and grime
Naturewasher™ is perfect for cleaning dirt and grime on hard surfaces, upholstery and even glass 
windows for a streak-free shine. Naturewasher™ removes residual chemicals that other chemical 
cleaners leave behind, resulting in a truly powerful clean.

How to clean your home with Naturewasher™
1. Using the included Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle, simply fill a spray bottle, shampooer or bucket.

2. Use the oxidized water to clean hard surfaces, remove dirt and odors left on carpet or upholstery 
without the use of soap or chemical cleaners.

Note: A pre-treater may be necessary in lifting and removing a stain that has set for more than a day 
or two on carpet or upholstery.
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WHAT’S INSIDE

Unit x 1

Nozzle x 1

Wall Bracket x 1

Water on/off Switch

3.5" Washer Hose

4.75" Nozzle Hose

A/C Adaptor x 1

Screwdriver x 1

Screws x 6

Anchors x 6

Screw Cap x 2

Rubber Washer x 2

Mounting Hook x 1

CLEAN LAUNDRY WITH NATUREWASHER™
Looks bright, smells fresh
Now you can deep clean your laundry without the use of detergent or hot water. No more detergent 
means your laundry has no more chemical residue left behind. Plus it feels soft, looks bright and 
smells fresh. The powerful oxidized water produced by Naturewasher™ will not only clean laundry, 
but also deodorize and disinfect. Plus it’s great for the environment.

How to clean laundry with Naturewasher™
1. Place laundry into washing machine. (Always follow any clothing tag washing directions.)

2. Set washing machine to “Cold/Cold” or “Cold”.

3. Press start and that’s it!

Note: Always pre-treat stains. Never use hot water with Naturewasher™.

CLEAN FOOD WITH NATUREWASHER™
Enhance your food naturally
Naturewasher™ is perfect for removing unwanted pesticides, wax and dirt from fruits and 
vegetables. It also works great for cleaning fish, poultry and beef! The powerful oxidized water 
produced by Naturewasher™ works as a natural disinfectant. It also enhances food’s natural flavors, 
while extending the shelf life and preserving freshness. Naturewasher™ keeps your food fresh, 
delicious and preserved, while saving you time and money.
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MODEL

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

PRESSURE

VOLTAGE

WEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

PRESSURE

HOSE LENGTH

OO-NW-01

3.55 LB.

1'25" x 8.1875" X 3.75"

10psi-75psi

Input: AC100-240V/50-60HZ
Output: DC12V 3A

Mounting Brackets

A/C Adaptor

A/C Adaptor
A/C Adaptor

.34 lb.

6.5" x 6.5"

10psi-75psi

4.75"

EDENPURE® 
NATUREWASHER™ UNIT

EDENPURE® NATUREWASHERTM NOZZLE

DAILY USES
• Clean Laundry

• Clean Food

• Clean Dirt & Grime

• Clean Your Home

• Clean Vehicles

• Clean Pets
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DIAGRAMS 
AND 
INSTALLATION

• Unit Diagram & Nozzle Diagram

• Unit Installation

• Nozzle Installation

INDICATORS AND ALARMS
INDICATOR LIGHT
The indicator light, viewed through the window in the front of the Naturewasher™, has two modes:

• A blue light indicates the normal operating condition.

• A flashing red light indicates the fan or ozone generator is not operating properly.

ALARM
Your Naturewasher™ is equipped with an internal leak detector. When a leak happens to develop 
on the inside of the unit, the water will accumulate on the bottom panel. The sensor will set off an 
audible alarm and will automatically turn the unit off. This alarm will continue to buzz until the leak is 
stopped and/or the unit is unplugged. If this alarm should occur, you should unplug the unit, turn off 
the cold water, and call 1 (888) 671-6672 for support.
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Settings 
Adjuster

Settings

Rubber Grip

Nozzle Connector

Nozzle Hose

Nozzle Hose
Cold Water Hose
Washer Hose

Hose      Outlet      Inlet

Pressure 
Adjustment

Nozzle 
Handle

Wall Mount

A/C Adaptor

be careful not to overtighten.
7. Slowly turn on your home’s cold water faucet. Make sure there is no leaking from any part of 

the cold water hose.
8. Plug in the adapter to the Naturewasher™ and then plug into your outlet. Naturewasher™ is 

now installed for operation. The Naturewasher™ is automatic and will turn on when water fl ows 
through it. A blue light will appear in the window whenever water fl ows through it. Before running 
your Naturewasher™, it is recommended to fi rst run an “empty load” cycle 2-3 times before 
adding any laundry. This ensures that all detergent or soap build-up is removed.

NATUREWASHER™ SPRAY NOZZLE INSTALLATION
WHAT’S INCLUDED:
Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle
Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle Hose
Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle Mounting Hook
Control “on/off” Valve
1. Attach the Control on/off Valve to the Naturewasher™ Unit. Be sure that the valve is set to the 

“off” position. Hand tighten only, so not overtighten.
2. Attach the Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle Hose to the Control on/off Valve and hand tighten as well.
3. Attach the Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle to the end of the Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle Hose 

and hand tighten.
4. Using the included Mounting Screws and Washers, fasten the Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle Hook” 

near the Naturewasher™ Unit. Attach the 2 Decorative Screw Caps into screws and that’s it.

2 Mounting Screws 
2 Washers
2 Wall Anchors
2 Decorative Screw Caps



INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
Naturewasher™ includes a 120/240V, 50/60Hz adapter designed to work with any North American 
standard outlet.

Note: Never use an extension cord or power adapter other than the one provided with 
Naturewasher™.

WATER REQUIREMENTS
Water pressure of 20 to 100 psi is required to correctly operate your Naturewasher™.

LOCATION REQUIREMENTS
Naturewasher™ should be located in a temperature controlled environment with low humidity and 
access to a cold water supply. (Naturewasher™ is designed to attach to your existing washing 
machine.)

Note: Never install the Naturewasher™ in an area where water may freeze, as the unit retains some 
water in it and freezing can cause damage to its components.
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NATUREWASHER™ INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
WHAT YOU NEED:
Naturewasher™ Unit 
Mounting Plate 
4 Anchors
1. Find a spot near your cold water faucet and close to your washing machine where 

Naturewasher™ can be mounted to the wall.
2. Hold the Mounting Plate in desired spot (screw dimples should be facing out). Mark your screw 

holes with a pen then with the 4 anchors in place use the 4 screws and secure the mounting plate 
evenly on the wall. (A level is recommended to ensure the Mounting Plate is horizontal. A tilted 
installation may affect the operation of the Naturewasher™.)

3. Align the 4 sockets on the backside of your Naturewasher™ with the Mounting Plate and carefully 
slide the unit down until it feels secure.

4. Turn off your home’s cold and hot water faucet located near your washing machine. Turn your 
washing machine settings to cold water only and run the machine for a moment to help remove 
excess from the cold water hose.

5. Remove the existing hose from the cold water faucet but keep the hose attached to your washing 
machine. Connect your existing hose to the area marked “outlet” on the Naturewasher™. Do not 
overtighten, but be sure that there is a secure fit.

6. Attach the included Naturewasher™ Laundry Hose to the area marked “inlet” on the 
Naturewasher™. Attach the other end to the cold water faucet. Tighten both ends of the hose, but 

4 Screws 
Naturewasher™ Laundry Hose 
Screwdriver
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INDICATORS AND ALARMS
INDICATOR LIGHT
The indicator light, viewed through the window in the front of the Naturewasher™, has two modes:

• A blue light indicates the normal operating condition.

• A flashing red light indicates the fan or ozone generator is not operating properly.

ALARM
Your Naturewasher™ is equipped with an internal leak detector. When a leak happens to develop 
on the inside of the unit, the water will accumulate on the bottom panel. The sensor will set off an 
audible alarm and will automatically turn the unit off. This alarm will continue to buzz until the leak is 
stopped and/or the unit is unplugged. If this alarm should occur, you should unplug the unit, turn off 
the cold water, and call 1 (888) 671-6672 for support.
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CLEAN LAUNDRY WITH NATUREWASHER™
Looks bright, smells fresh
Now you can deep clean your laundry without the use of detergent or hot water. No more detergent 
means your laundry has no more chemical residue left behind. Plus it feels soft, looks bright and 
smells fresh. The powerful oxidized water produced by Naturewasher™ will not only clean laundry, 
but also deodorize and disinfect. Plus it’s great for the environment.

How to clean laundry with Naturewasher™
1. Place laundry into washing machine. (Always follow any clothing tag washing directions.)

2. Set washing machine to “Cold/Cold” or “Cold”.

3. Press start and that’s it!

Note: Always pre-treat stains. Never use hot water with Naturewasher™.

CLEAN FOOD WITH NATUREWASHER™
Enhance your food naturally
Naturewasher™ is perfect for removing unwanted pesticides, wax and dirt from fruits and 
vegetables. It also works great for cleaning fish, poultry and beef! The powerful oxidized water 
produced by Naturewasher™ works as a natural disinfectant. It also enhances food’s natural flavors, 
while extending the shelf life and preserving freshness. Naturewasher™ keeps your food fresh, 
delicious and preserved, while saving you time and money.
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WHAT CAN YOU CLEAN WITH EDENPURE® NATUREWASHER™

WELCOME TO NATUREWASHER™ NATURAL CLEANING SYSTEM
The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ uses a 100% safe, natural and effective process to create 
powerful oxidized water that can be used for multiple indoor and outdoor cleaning needs. This 
powerful oxidized water is perfect for washing laundry, but can also be used to clean food, indoor 
home environments, vehicles, and even pets with little to no additional chemical cleaners! Now you 
can take what nature has already provided and use it for almost any cleaning task!
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PETS CLEAN YOUR 
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How to clean food with Naturewasher™
1. Simply place the desired amount of produce, meat or fish that needs cleaned into a large bowl. 

(Always keep produce separate from raw meats/fish.)

2. Using the included Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle, fill the bowl until the produce or meat is 
completely covered with water.

3. Allow to sit 10-20 minutes.

4. Drain out excess water and rinse thoroughly with Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle set to shower 
setting. That’s it!

CLEAN YOUR HOME WITH NATUREWASHER™
Perfect for dirt and grime
Naturewasher™ is perfect for cleaning dirt and grime on hard surfaces, upholstery and even glass 
windows for a streak-free shine. Naturewasher™ removes residual chemicals that other chemical 
cleaners leave behind, resulting in a truly powerful clean.

How to clean your home with Naturewasher™
1. Using the included Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle, simply fill a spray bottle, shampooer or bucket.

2. Use the oxidized water to clean hard surfaces, remove dirt and odors left on carpet or upholstery 
without the use of soap or chemical cleaners.

Note: A pre-treater may be necessary in lifting and removing a stain that has set for more than a day 
or two on carpet or upholstery.
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INTRODUCTION
The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ is an eco-friendly appliance that is intended to be used in 
residential laundry rooms with top or front load washing machines. The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ 
creates powerful oxidized water by turning ordinary cold water into a safe and natural cleaning 
agent. The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ uses a molecule generator that combines ions, activated 
oxygen and hydrogen peroxide together. When all three elements are mixed they create a powerful 
natural molecule known as the Hydroxyl Radical (HO) This naturally energized processed water will 
clean and disinfect your clothing, food, ,automobiles and pets. The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ 
also kills bacteria and sterilizes your food and pets without leaving any chemicals or odors.

The EdenPURE® Naturewasher™ uses 100% safe, natural and effective process to create powerful 
oxidized water intended to clean laundry, food, home environments, vehicles and even our pets! 
This “Oxi” fi lled water eliminates the need to ever use those money wasting, chemical fi lled cleaners 
ever again. By utilizing what nature has already provided, we can now use for almost any indoor or 
outdoor cleaning job!

CLEAN VEHICLES WITH NATUREWASHER™
Just wash and go!
Naturewasher™ ensures a clean fi nish for your car with no soap or hot water required, just wash and 
go. This powerful oxidized water removes dirt, grime and residual soap scum to reveal your vehicle’s 
true shine and color.

How to clean vehicles with Naturewasher™
1. Using the included Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle, fi ll a bucket with the Naturewasher™ oxidized 

water.

2. Use this water to wash your car or use as the fi nal rinse to remove any left behind dirt, grime or 
soap residue.

3. Dry with a soft microfi ber cloth. That’s it!

Note: Depending on the amount and type of dirt and grime build-up on the vehicle, a pre-wash with 
soap and hot water may be necessary. However, rinsing with Naturewasher™ will always ensure a 
clean fi nish.

CLEAN PETS WITH NATUREWASHER™
No more harsh chemicals
Naturewasher™ is a simple and effective way to clean your pets without using any harsh chemical 
cleaners. Remove dirt and foul odors naturally. Naturewasher™ can clean your pet’s fur with ease.
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How to clean Pets with Naturewasher™

1. Using the included Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle, fill a bucket or spray bottle with 
Naturewasher™ oxidized water.

2. For larger pets use a sponge and/or spray bottle and wash outdoors or wherever you choose!

3. It is best to wash small pets in the laundry wash sink and apply water directly onto them using the 
Naturewasher™ Spray Nozzle.

Note: Depending on the amount and type of dirt and grime build-up on the vehicle, a pre-wash with 
soap and hot water may be necessary. However, rinsing with Naturewasher™ will always ensure a 
clean finish.

TROUBLESHOOTING & FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
DOES THE NATUREWASHER™ WORK WITH ALL FORMS OF WATER?
Naturewasher™ will work with city/municipal water and water that is treated with a softener. Good 
water quality is important in order for Naturewasher™ to provide consistent quality results.

WHAT DOES THE BLUE LIGHT MEAN?
The blue light automatically turns on right when you start your washing machine. The light indicates 
that your Naturewasher™ is also on and working properly.
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The ultimate all-natural cleaning system

WHY DOES MY WASHING MACHINE STILL CONTAIN GUNK WATER?
Chemicals and gunk will remain in your existing washing machine until the oxidized water clears it 
after a couple loads.

WHAT IF MY PET DRINKS THE WATER?
Your pet should not drink the water but your pet will be absolutely fi ne if he chooses to drink the 
water while you are washing him.

DO I HAVE TO HOOK THE UNIT TO A WASHING MACHINE FOR IT TO WORK?
No. You can hook up your Naturewasher™ to any area that has a cold water hose. You can hook 
your unit near your kitchen sink or in your garage.

CAN I WASH MY CHILDREN WITH NATUREWASHER™ WATER?
Yes, you may use the same water to bathe your children.

CAN I CONNECT THE UNIT TO MY GARDEN HOSE TO HELP WASH MY CAR?
No. You cannot use a regular garden hose with your unit.
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